
 POLICY 

 FOR QUALITY AND SAFETY 

To-Press srl is committed to the production of die-casted products, which can satisfy the regulatory standards and the 

client’s expectations. This process is done with the philosophy of remuneration for the company itself, respecting legal 

obligations and focusing the attention on the health and security of coworkers.  

The activities  are conducted following the basic values that the company presets: 

 constant presence of the associates; 

 passion for your own job; 

 will to ensure: 

o a complete service handled with competence, reliability and experience; 

o a maximum quality standard, from the design and production of the mold, to die-casting process 

and superficial machining; 

 

 clarity and accuracy towards the stakeholders, clients in particular, with the aim to keep being on good terms 

over time; 

 orientation towards continuous improvement, meant as incentive to grow and develop, while periodically 

monitoring and evaluating the targets set; 

 maintenance of a high level of flexibility, given by the possibility to produce small batches; 

 resolution in considering the security on the working place as a fundamental part of all the working 

activities, with the avoidance of accidents, injuries and occupational diseases through: 

o a careful evaluation of all the risks for the security and the health of coworkers, choosing 

installations and tools in designing the working places as well, 

o the spread among coworkers of security’s culture, developing the awareness of the risks and 

promoting responsible behaviors through suitable courses and appropriate work instructions, 

o the commitment to promote the consultation and the participation of coworkers; 

 

 attention to the staff’s growth, whose professional competence represents one the most important 

resources; 

 creation of relationships of mutual cooperation with suppliers;  

 commitment to respect the current legislation and all the applicable requirements as a prerequisite for the 

company’s actions. 

This leads the company to have a working method able to guarantee a high level of quality and security thanks to: 

 the capacity of being a single interlocutor from the design of the mold to the furnishing of the machined 

product; 

 the competences and professionalism of the staff; 

 the presence of cutting-edge technologies for the three-dimensional measure and the x-ray of the raw 

pieces; 

 the reliability, respecting what was agreed. 
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